Across
1. ___ the puck (does a Lynah Rink maneuver)
5. Bollywood garments
10. Wreck beyond repair
15. ___ perfect (grammar tense)
19. Sage Chapel area
20. Patchwork spread
21. From day one
22. Section in the University Chorus
23. Gives up, in a way
25. Is listed as a subcategory
27. Like some matriculating elite athletes
28. Arts Quad leaf collector
30. ___ of Versailles (history class subject)
31. Form 1040 org.
32. "Science Guy" Nye '77
33. Subject of Cornell's Sage School: abbr.
34. Bailey Hall concert finale, often
38. Soothing application
39. Gold, in Spanish class
40. Wound memento
44. Monotone speakers, usually
45. Stopped raining
47. Have a tab
48. Afrikaans speaker
49. Thoroughbred's father
51. Lacking company
52. FBI guy, informally
53. Tight ___ (offensive player on Schoellkopf Field)
54. Tennis official in a lofty perch
58. Invoice word
59. Welcoming policy acronym
60. Hoy Road parking garage feature
61. Contemptible sorts
62. North Dakota State Fair city
63. Swarms
65. Cornell ___ (swag spot)
66. Expert, as in fashion
67. Fendi or Coach offering
68. Farm machinery pioneer
69. In ___ straits
70. Tabloid pic subject
73. "Step on the gas!"
74. Ampere
76. Actor Rockwell
77. Hall that's home to the A.D. White Reading Room
78. Muslim mystic
79. Savvy about
80. Skin, as an apple
81. Sign before Virgo
82. Caterer's vessel
86. See 2-Down
87. Feeling fluish
88. Feeling ptrh
89. Feeling ptrh
91. Not easily ruffled
92. Ithaca's College, Stewart, or Thurston: abbr.
95. Assenting replies
96. Winning serves
97. Soft drink
98. Printer's primary color
99. Take a powder
100. ___ Alto, CA
101. College on the Thames
102. ___ Mater"
103. Group of Big Red athletes
104. Literary governess Jane
105. News agcy. initials since 1958
106. From way back when
107. Angry warning from Touchdown the Bear
108. Phillies star with 5 homers in 2009 World Series
109. Forced chuckle

Down
1. Empire of Peru
2. With 86-Across, "Cosmos" author
3. Fiend's doings
4. Calls, as a bet
5. Village area similar to a quad
6. Em and Polly of fiction
7. Hall on Tower Road
8. Feeling ptrh
9. Like surgical tools, ideally
10. Schoellkopf Field defensive player, at times
11. Instrument called an "ill wind"
12. Male turkey
13. Ithaca's College, Stewart, or Thurston: abbr.
14. Gave up, in a way
15. Decision-making groups
16. Alan of "M*A*S*H"
17. "Leave it in" at the "Daily Sun"
18. British conservative
19. Use a spoon, perhaps
20. Ocean State sch.
21. Thomas ___ Edison
22. Hayfield machine
23. Trim back, at Cornell Orchards
24. Drew back
25. Not a single soul
26. Loan-offering organization
27. Above, to birds
28. Land Grant allotment, in paper
29. Investor's eduction
30. How words appear, in everyday speech
31. Lie in store for
32. Collegetown payment
33. Aces, as a vowel
34. Publicly embarrassed
35. Big name in pet food
36. Inherited item
37. Reach a high point
38. Land Grant allotment, in paper
39. Dumpster emanations
40. How words appear, in everyday speech
41. Form 1040 org.
42. Give voice to
43.之上, to bards
44. Supress, as a vowel
45. Expressive look
46. Oven rack
47. Printer's primary color
48. Take a powder
49. Take a powder
50. Give voice to
51. Olympian and former Athletic Director
52. Girder securer
54. Goddess of discord
55. Courier typeface feature
56. Dragon Day ___ Cookies & Cream (Dairy Bar flavor)
57. Make into a smoothie
58. Girder securer
59. Fendi or Coach offering
60. Expert, as in fashion
61. Farm machinery pioneer
63. Swarms
64. Goddess of discord
65. Courier typeface feature
66. Dragon Day ___ Cookies & Cream (Dairy Bar flavor)
67. Make into a smoothie
68. Girder securer
69. “Beats me!”
70. Capacitance unit
71. Black cats, to some
72. Black cats, to some
73. Cayuga Lake bird
74. See 62 Down
75. Rich, eggy cake
76. Least adequate
77. Hall that's home to the A.D. White Reading Room
78. Empire of Peru
79. Empire of Peru
80. Robert Trent Jones course scorecard figure
81. Empire of Peru
82. Empire of Peru
83. Empire of Peru
84. Empire of Peru
85. Empire of Peru
86. Empire of Peru
87. Empire of Peru
88. Empire of Peru
89. Empire of Peru
90. Empire of Peru
91. Empire of Peru
92. Empire of Peru
93. Empire of Peru
94. Empire of Peru
95. Empire of Peru
96. Empire of Peru
97. Empire of Peru
98. Empire of Peru
99. Empire of Peru
100. Empire of Peru
101. Empire of Peru
102. Empire of Peru
103. Empire of Peru
104. Empire of Peru
105. Empire of Peru
106. Empire of Peru
107. Empire of Peru
108. Empire of Peru
109. Empire of Peru
110. Empire of Peru
111. Empire of Peru
112. Empire of Peru
113. Empire of Peru
114. Empire of Peru
115. Empire of Peru
116. Empire of Peru
117. Empire of Peru